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Rules as student of International misterfengshui academy: 

1. Upon enrollment, your role as student and you must act as student and respect your master 

accordingly. You are not a customer since you are a student. 

2. As student you must address your teacher as Master Kuek 

3. Please be specific and as concise as possible with your question. 

4. Refer your course material and quote your page number when you ask your question. 

5. As this is a metaphysic course, student is required to put his or her thinking cap on. 

6. You are required to read all the course material before you ask any question. 

7. When student has a question, student will be challenged, as this is done none other than to force you 

learn quickly. 

8. As a student you are required to be patient with the teaching and learning processes. 

9. Master Kuek has the right not to answer any question that beyond the scope of your course materials. 

10. Master Kuek has the right not to answer your questions as he see fits. 

11. Master Kuek as the right to answer your questions as and when he is ready.  

12. Master Kuek has the right to expel any student from the academy without any refund if student 

violate the rules of this academy. 

13. Master Kuek has the right to designate other course instructor to answer student question  

14. Master Kuek has the right to terminate the one month unlimited Q and A as and when he sees fit. 

 

Let the learning process by begin to unlearn what you have learned. That is the way to have quantum leap Let the learning process by begin to unlearn what you have learned. That is the way to have quantum leap Let the learning process by begin to unlearn what you have learned. That is the way to have quantum leap Let the learning process by begin to unlearn what you have learned. That is the way to have quantum leap 

in learning metaphysic.in learning metaphysic.in learning metaphysic.in learning metaphysic.    

    


